Handheld Ground-to-Air Comms System

Parts List

BASIC EQUIPMENT NEEDED (FIXED SITE):
- UR-C200 (V2) UHF/VHF Transceiver
- UAC-100 AC Power Supply
- URM-100 19 inch Rack Mount Tray (not shown)
- PTHS-110 Handset
- UVU-200 Discone Antenna
- URF-B61-LLL Antenna Cable
- (1) Pathmaker™ Network Radio
- Pathmaker Analog Gateway Radio
- Pathmaker Audio Interface Cable

BASIC EQUIPMENT NEEDED (PORTABLE):
- UR-C200 (V2) UHF/VHF Transceiver
- PTHS-110 Handset
- (2) BB-590/U Batteries
- LSBC-102(V1) Battery Charger
- UVU-100 Antenna Backpack
- (1) Pathmaker™ Network Radio
- Pathmaker Analog Gateway Radio
- Pathmaker Audio Interface Cable

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
- UVU-300: 3 Band Antenna for use in the 30 MHz to 90 MHz band as well as UHF and VHF (Only needed if EBN-30 option is purchased with radio)
- Extra Pathmaker batteries
- Extra Pathmaker radios for range extension

URC-200 (V2) OPTIONS:
- EBN-30: 30 MHz to 90 MHz Functionality
- EBN-400: 400 MHz to 420 MHz Functionality
- ECS-8: 8.33 kHz Channel Spacing